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QUESTION 1

Users experience slow performance while accessing their Documentum Inbox. Which tool should be run to solve this
issue? 

A. DMClean 

B. Queue Management 

C. Audit Management 

D. Delete Database Statistics 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to move some content from one filestore to another, you have decided to execute the 

MIGRATE_CONTENT administration method. You test the migration task and notice that the migration 

process takes much longer than acceptable. The system is using a small portion of the available CPU and 

memory resources. 

Assuming that Content Storage Services (CSS) is installed and High-Volume Server (HVS) is not installed, 

how can you reduce the total amount time for this task to complete? 

A. Edit the default arguments of the MIGRATE_CONTENT method, so that the task is carried out using several
execution threads. 

B. Increase the maximum number of sessions in the server.ini file. 

C. Configure the maximum number of threads to use on the dm_docbase_config object instance. 

D. Split the content into several smaller batches and creating a job to run the MIGRATE_CONTENT tool when few
users are connected. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement regarding creating partitionable types is true? 

A. Subtypes of partitionable type are automatically created as partitionable types. 

B. When creating subtypes of a partitionable type, you must explicitly define the subtype aspartitionable. 

C. Subtypes that are not partitionable can be created with partitionable types as their supertype. 
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D. Partitionable types cannot have any subtypes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

How do you implement the Single Sign On (SSO) on Content Server? 

A. SSO is included in the Content Server installation. 

B. You install and configure the SSO plug-in. 

C. You create the LDAP object; SSO is available. 

D. You use Documentum Administrator to configure SSO. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are setting up a distributed content configuration. You need to add proximity values to your repository 

configuration. 

How do you add proximity values? 

A. The only way is to use Documentum Administrator to modify the dm_server_config object. 

B. You can use Documentum Administrator to modify the dm_server_config object or modify the server.ini file on the
Content Server host. 

C. The only way is to use Documentum Administrator to modify the server.ini file stored in the repository. 

D. You can use Documentum Administrator to modify the dm_docbase_config object or modify the server.ini file on the
Content Server host. 

Correct Answer: B 
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